
CASE STUDY

John Lewis & 
Partners:  
Designing 
for complex 
user interfaces
Why Design Systems aren’t 
as straightforward as you think



The John Lewis website accounts for 59% of all sales, and with 
more than 300,000 product listings, its user interface is a key 
priority to ensure a seamless customer experience. The existing 
design system lacked ownership, was updated sporadically and 
did not represent the state of the live site. 

The design system now has clear champions with continuous 
delivery to create an inspiring experience for customers. It underpins 
the entire website, creating shared product knowledge across teams 
and reducing their costs. The design system team consisted of Equal 
Experts working alongside Partners and another supplier. Here, we 
explain the journey that the team took.

John Lewis & Partners (JL&P) wanted a 
design system that delivered their brand 
ambition to customers in a way that 
supported existing engineering practices 
and facilitated continuous delivery. 
Beginning with their App, the design 
system would be applied to all the John 
Lewis digital channels, bringing consistency 
across all channels and creating shared 
product knowledge across their teams.
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This case study will help you understand:
●	 The	benefits	of	a	design	system

●	  Characteristics of a good design system

●  Why you need more than just designers to create a design system

83,000 partners
(employees)

Retail UK Design, data, 
deliver

INDUSTRY ORGANISATION
SIZE

LOCATIONS EQUAL EXPERT 
SERVICES

5 years

LENGTH OF 
PROJECT
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The Challenge

Designing an engaging customer 
experience with a complex user interface

The John Lewis website consists of multiple web apps, which come together 
using a microservice architecture to provide a seamless web experience. 
There are separate web apps for the product listings page, different product 
categories, the shopping basket, editorial features, etc. Even within a webpage, 
specific areas of a page may be provided by a different web app, such as the 
recommendations sections.

Originally, the John Lewis website team had assembled a common library of 
components and design guidelines, available for use across the different apps. 
However, maintaining the library became onerous and time consuming. 
It also didn’t provide a consistent customer experience.

What is a Design System, and why is it important?
A design system is a set of resources that helps the organisation 
create consistent, accessible digital assets at scale.

How johnlewis.com is served by the design system
Components from the design system come together to create a seamless digital experience.

Product 
listings page

Shopping 
basket

Different product 
categories

Editorial 
features

Recommendations 
sections
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Creating a Joyfully Bold customer experience

JL&P, with their suppliers, were developing an initiative to modernise the look 
and feel of the John Lewis website, moving from monochrome to colourful, 
creating a site with energy and personality to engage more customers for 
longer. There was a tight deadline of just a few months for this “Joyfully Bold” 
project, to tie in with a major brand relaunch that would reposition johnlewis.
com as the site ‘For all of life’s moments’.

Changes had to be coordinated across the whole site to avoid disrupting the 
customer experience, and technical debt needed to be addressed to enable 
innovations that would support enhanced visual experiences.

Up until now, the design system had been very decentralised and many of its 
components had been adapted with variants to support individual product 
team needs. What was needed was a universal set of components that did the 
job and worked for everyone.
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Solution

Building a design system one block 
at a time for a seamless transformation 

Creating a design system isn’t as simple as putting a group of designers 
together to formulate a plan. Design systems require detailed engineering 
work, governance, delivery, and investment strategies. 

To maintain a consistent customer experience, we supported the partnership 
team to take an incremental approach using atomic design factors, starting 
with basic components as building blocks for more complex components. 

Create a new design system package using atomic principles 
for continuous delivery

ATOMS MOLECULES ORGANISMS TEMPLATES PAGES

1

Break down new design into components and set delivery and 
adoption milestones for each starting with the iconic bold font2

TYPOGRAPHY ICONOGRAPHY COMPONENTS COLOUR PALETTE

Add colour and modernise icons incrementally 
in line with the Joyfully Bold branding3
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Building blocks to a fully-fledged design system

With the website looking a lot happier, the partnership team now 
needed to understand where components were being used, who 
was using them, and what version of the design system they were on. 
The existing documentation website was difficult to maintain and 
dependent on developers. Other documentation was fragmented, 
making it difficult to find and access. 

We needed to empower teams and make it easier for people to maintain 
the design system without relying on specialist language skills, so the 
team chose to implement a new documentation website that would:

●	 Bring all documentation together to a single source of truth. 

●	 Provide written guidance on design foundations to ensure

 consistent implementation and enable product teams to easily

 contribute to the design system.

●	 Be easy to maintain using a content management system.

●	 Have similar rigour to a commercial site (UX design, automated

 testing) to ensure the needs of internal customers are met.

●	 Incorporate design system components, so that the site itself

	 follows	and	benefits	from	design	system	principles,	and	we	practice

 what we preach. 

As part of the work, the partnership team created an easy-to-understand 
contribution model that would help Partners quickly learn how to contribute 
to and maintain the design system themselves. This involved building a 
fundamental framework for components, adding auditing capabilities to 
help prioritise work, and test automation to speed up delivery.
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The result

The result: A design system website that sustains 
organic growth, long after the work is finished

The mixed consultant/partnership team has made big improvements to 
the design system they initially inherited. Improving the technology and 
automation, engaging the teams, and supporting the changes required for the 
Joyfully Bold initiative have all laid the foundations for an impressive design 
system that will allow John Lewis & Partners to consistently showcase their 
brand to customers faster and with reduced engineering effort. 

Crucial to the success of the initiative is how the team worked. Design system 
designers constantly collaborate with product team designers to:

●	 Help them incorporate the design system in their products.

●	 Understand the needs of different products so that components can

 be designed that are suitable across a range of scenarios.

●	 Get ahead of the curve, so that when a product team decides they

 want a new component in the design system, we already have a good

 idea what it should look like and can complete designs quickly.

The team also continually engages with product teams and senior management, 
so that the design system remains at the forefront of people’s minds.

This work on digital channels within the John Lewis brand lays the groundwork 
for partnership brands Waitrose and John Lewis Financial Services to also adopt 
the Design System, making it a truly cross-business capability.

The engagement also confirms that design systems are essential to help 
organisations save time and money whilst improving customer experience, 
but they’re not a simple ‘one-size-fits-all’ fix. Designing a design system 
requires a comprehensive set of skills that transcend mere design skills; 
engineering work, governance, delivery and investment all form part of the 
solution when building a design system.

Find out more about Equal Experts design service here. 
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https://www.equalexperts.com/our-services/design/


Are you interested in this project?

Or do you have one just like it?

Get in touch. We’d love to tell you more about it.

Want to
know more?
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https://www.equalexperts.com/

